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James Halliday Australian Wine Companion 2018 
Ned Goodwin MW 

This is always a deliciously endearing wine of a bouncy, ample, 
creamy and curdy disposition, given thrust by a skein of bright 
acidity, keeping it all on the straight and narrow. There are 
allusions to stone fruits, but more to baked apple, hay and pear; a 
whiff of white flower and fern. Some cinnamon oak cuts a gentle 
swathe across the wine mid-drift to its aft, providing gentle 
guidelines. A nice drink. 

90 points 

Jeremy Oliver, June 2017 
Jeremy Oliver 

Vibrant and stylish, with a creamy, faintly nutty bouquet of peach, 
bubblegum, and grapefruit lifted by scents of fresh white flowers. 
It’s long and gentle, with a lively, persistent core of stonefruit and 
citrus backed by creamy, nutty complexity and wrapped in a soft 
but refreshing ruby grapefruit acidity. 

92 points 

Winefront, 8th February 2017 
Mike Bennie 

Back in my Best Cellars days, I had a colleague/mate who would 
pretty much go through a six pack of this a week as his staffies, let 
alone the beer that was always sitting in the ice chest, ready for 
his necking pleasure. He just loved this stuff. It’s been reliably 

good to drink over the years, even outside my buddy’s approach 
to it. On target for a comfortable mesh of chardonnay fruit flavour 
and a racier acid line running through the wine. Sits well in glass 
with its green apple, nectarine, sandalwood and faint fern-herbal 
character. The palate is edgy in its texture, like a starched sheet, 
long though, and offers layers of fruit and gentle savouriness. 
Very pleasant stuff here. 

90 points 
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